**Calibration**

Lange Skinfold Caliper is factory-calibrated to an accuracy of +/- 1 mm. Calibration may be checked with a Gauge Block, part #C-130B. If the unit is not calibrated properly, return for recalibration to:
Lange Service Center, 7621 E Joy Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48105.

**Cleaning**

![CAUTION]

Do not submerge caliper in water. Do not subject to steam or excessive heat. Caliper may be surface cleaned with mild detergent and water. When necessary, tips may be cleaned with alcohol. Do not allow jaws to snap shut. Close gently.

**Repairs**

Units in warranty are repaired at no charge. Out of warranty repairs are made on a flat rate basis. Service includes all necessary repairs, including cleaning, lubrication, calibrating, and replacing the crystal. Contact Customer Service at 800-287-5901 or visit the Service Center at: www.langeservicecenter.com.

---

**GAUGE BLOCK, CODE 010729, FOR THE LANGE SKINFOLD CALIPER (NOT INCLUDED WITH CALIPER)**

Figure 1 diagram of gauge block cannot be used to check calibration. The calibration block is a separate purchase.

![Figure 1. Gauge Block](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

A gauge block is used to check the calibration of the Lange Skinfold Caliper.

**Calibration verification instructions**

Open the pivoted tips and place tips on block steps as shown in Figure 1. Compare needle indication on dial, face at various steps of the block. If the unit is not calibrated properly, call Customer Service at 800-742-4478.